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NEWS AND NOTES
NEWS
EI S6tano.
Believe it or not, there are now three registers at the bottom of El
A trip to Orizaba and surrounding countryside was made over the Christmas holidays by William
Elliott, Roy Jameson, David McKenzie,
McKenzie , and James Reddell. One of the principal goals of this
thee epicenter of the
trip was to enter some of the previously explored and mapped caves near th
great earthquake which hit that area in August. A careful check of Cueva del Ojo de Agua de
94),
Orizaba,, was made
made..
Tlilapan (see AMCS
AMCS Newsletter, IV, 3, p. 94
), at Tlilapan, about 6 km S of Orizaba
This cave had been
been mapped in March 1973 and contained large rooms with much breakdown
and ceilings with much poorly-cemented con
glomerate. It was felt that if any cave had suffered
conglomerate.
damage it would be this one. The examination, however, showed no evidence of the effect of
the earthquake on it. Other caves in the same area also showed no ill effects from an earthquake
which caused massive damage to structures and great loss of life in the nearby cities of Orizaba
and Cd. Mendoza.
AMCS Newsletter, IV(2):46, which described a great
A newspaper clipping was reprinted in the AMCS
cavity which had opened near Acatlan de Perez de Noriega
Noriega,, Oaxaca. It was reported to be 30 m
in diameter and 90 m deep and to have caused great alarm to local inhabitants. Furthermore it
contained an underground river. The same group who visited Orizaba (see above) also investiga" enorme grieta" only to find a dirt sink 7 m deep
deep,, 22 m long
long,, and 13 m wide and comted this "enorme
pletely dry. Furthermore, although it seems to have aroused some curiosity, the local inhabialarm . Although it may have possibly been caused by the
th e earthquake
tants showed no undue alarm.
it may just as well have been a result of the
th e heavy floodings which
which had occurred a short time
the earthquake.
prior to the

Peter Sprouse is gathering material for a report on the Aquism6n Area
Area,, San Luis Potosi.
PotosI. Anyone who has visited this area and who has maps,
map s, cave descriptions, trail logs, etc.,
etc. , should get
in touch with him in care of the AMCS. His report will be an issue of the Cave Report Series.
CORRECTIONS: Unfortunately the names of the authors of the two reviews included in
AMCS
AMCS Newsletter, IV(3):
IV(3) : 108-109, were omitted. The review of Karst; Important Karst Regions
of the Northern Hemisphere was by William H.
H. Russell. The review of Spelaion, afio 1,
I, n. 1,
I,
was by James Reddell. The map of S6tano de EI
El Porvenir, Tamaulipas, which was to have been
AMCS Newsletter, IV(3
IV(3),
), did not reach the printer in time to be included
included..
printed on page 85 of AMCS
It is included in this issue on page 125.

As the accompanying photograph shows
crawlway
the crawl
way to the lower levels of Pozo
Melendez, Guerrero,
Guerrero , is now plugged by
bottle caps. A recent trip by Sergio
Zambrano found this situation. The cave
has been used by a company in Taxco for
dumping their old bottle caps.
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AMCS POLICY ON ARCHEOLOGY
AMCS
EI Abra, San Luis
The following article by John Greer on the archeology of the Sierra de EI
Potosi,
PotosI, is the initiation of a series of articles describing reconnaissance surveys of various caves
of potential archeological importance. This is done by the AMCS
AMCS with some reluctance, but
considering the possible importance of the information it is felt to be worthwhile. It should be
noted here, however, that the AMCS
AMCS in no way condones, supports, or in any way advocates
the UNAUTHORIZED EXCAVAnON OF ANY CAVE in Mexico. Nor do we support the
removal for any reason of archeological artifacts, whether they be pottery shards, figurines,
or projectile points. No archeological site should be disturbed in any way whatsoever. The
finding of a skull or pottery fragments may tempt one to dig around in the hope of finding
more material. This type of random pot-hunting may completely destroy the site's value to the
archeologist or paleontologist who wishes to study it. Many caves in Mexico contain archeological remains, many contain pictographs and petroglyphs, many contain skeletal elements. The
caver who makes notes of the material lying on the surface, who photographs and/or sketches
it and the pictographs or petroglyphs, and who relays this information to qualified archeologists or to the AMCS
AMCS will provide extremely valuable information which could lead to a significant discovery. The caver who digs around in the cave floor, who pockets a figurine, or who
brings a skull out of the cave damages a potentially valuable site, may very well cause ill will
among the local people, and risks arrest, imprisonment, and heavy fines.
The present law on antiquities in Mexico is extremely stiff. A summary of part of this
law is given here:
(l) All archeological property belongs to the nation (i.e. Mexico). Archeological property
is defined as "all goods, movable or immovable, products of the cultures in the national territory that preceded the establishment of hispanic culture, as well as the human, floral, and
faunal remains related to them." They cannot be transported, exhibited or reproduced
reprorluced without
permission.
(2) Unauthorized digging is punished by from 1-10 years in jail and a fine of 100-10,000
pesos. Trading in artifacts has the same jail penalty but a fine of 1000-15,000 pesos. Illegal
possession of antiquities can be punished with 1-6 years in jail and a fine of 100-50,000 pesos.
Illegal acquisition has a penalty of 2-10 years and a fine of 3000-15,000 pesos. Malicious
damage is punished by 2-10 years and a fine for the value of the piece. Illegal export can be
punished with a jail sentence of 2-12 years and a fine of 100-50,000 pesos. Any other infraction, not considered specifically, is punishable with a fine of 100-50,000 pesos.
(3) The penalties will be graduated according to the education, moral standing, and
economic conditions of the delinquent and his motives to protect farmers and laborers acting
from need or ignorance.
Furthermore United States customs have begun to cooperate with the Mexican government in
an attempt to halt the flow of artifacts from Mexico to the United States.
From the above it can be seen that the caver who is tempted to remove artifacts from the
cave risks a great deal should he be caught. In addition to this anyone who is known to be involved
in unauthorized digging or removal of artifacts can expect no further information from the AMCS.
It is one thing to make the kind of survey which John Greer has done on the Sierra de El Abra (that
is to say, a recording of facts by a trained archeologist without disturbing in any way the sites)
and it is entirely another to carelessly destroy a site in the search for "arrowheads" or "idols". The
first makes a real contribution to our knowledge of caves; the second prevents us from ever learning more about the use of caves by earlier peoples.
-James Reddell
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TRIP REPORTS

Date: 17 May 1973
Destination: Cueva de la Sierra Partida and S6tano de Vasquez, Tamaulipas
Persons: Edna Garcia, Paul Duncan, Jimmy Clements, Amador Cantu, Pete Strickland, Glenda
Dawson
Reported by: Glenda Dawson
Edna Garcia, Gandalf, and four fellow cavers (one from Austin) decided to end the "ano
"afio
de escuela" right with a trip into Mexico especially to explore the Ocampo area. We
We had heard
from Amador about a long train tunnel-like lava tube there (volcano at Ocampo?) and we
wanted to check it out and get it mapped in time for Convention. So we trucked on down via
Pete's Power Wagon. After parking and much cussin' and discussin' over which cow path to
follow and following the wrong ones we made our way to the volcano. Looked at the tube but
didn't go in until the next day. Next day we explored and mapped it. It was something like
mapping a subway tunnel-about 3 m high by about 3 m wide with some very large roomy
areas by about half-a-mile long. This was broken into three sections by openings to the surface
where the roof had collapsed. (It even had lava ripples on the floor suggesting railroad tracks).
The third breakdown area blocked the last section of the tube but we dug an opening and the
last section completed the record length. It finally narrowed to a wide but very low passage
(about 7 inches high) so we stopped.
After a day or so of fooling around we dropped one of our group at the bus station and
went to do some collecting in Vasquez. We
We had to go to the lake so we only got a chance to
see the downstream section of the cave. It consists of a series of drops (yes you need a lot of
rope) to a chimney which opens to a large room. The drops ranged from 30 to about 100 ft
(not including the entrance drop of 360 ft) and the chimney is actually a huge crack in the
ceiling of the bottom room which you rappel into (about 120 ft) from the crack. The bottom
is all black mud which slopes up the local bat hangout or is it hangup, and slopes down to a
lake which is chuck full of blind cave fish. We
We had to wade it to finish mapping and to do some
collecting. The lake bottom is slimy mud and debris which comes up to about the knees and
releases methane bubbles when stepped in. As far as we can figure the cave ends with lake.
We
We rested and left-it seems that going in was easier than going out because it had been
downhill all the way in. We
We got out about sunrise and I was serenaded while going up the
entrance drop by Pete-a perfect finish with music to climb ropes by.
On the way home we visited Huasteca Canyon for a night (far out place) and then came
back to all sorts of technological living. Amen.
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Date: 20-21 October and 10-11 November 1973
Destination: Gruta del Palmito and Vicinity, Bustamante, Nuevo Le6n
Persons: Ernst Kastning, Charles Fromen, Mike Hanks, Theresa Morris, Claude Penny, Mike
Connolly, Ransom Myers
Reported by: Mike Connolly
Pa1mito since
The first trip was intended as a Greater Houston Grotto outing to Gruta del Pa1mito
cave. The trip started normally with an enjoyable
several of the members had never visited this cave.
several Mexicans
walk up the switchback trail in the coolness of the morning. There were several
talking with the regular guide when we arrived at the entrance, and after a few photographs,
conversation turned to the possibility of other caves
caves in the vicinity.
In halting Spanish it was learned that the old man talking to the guide made his living
living
by gathering palmetto fronds from the mountainside. He claimed to know of several caves in
the vicinity, including one which was deep and 'dark'. He could not at the moment guide us
to the spot since it would take him from his work, but he finally agreed to go part of the way
and give
give directions. Since no one knew of how reliable this fellow might be it was decided that
two cavers would go to check this lead while the others visited the GdP.
Charles and Mike Hanks set out with the old man who had introduced himself as Senor
Rodriguez. The remainder of the group entered the cave
cave where they spent about eight hours
taking photographs. On their way out they encountered Charles and Mike near the top of the
breakdown slope, returning from an unsuccessful cave
cave hunt. It was decided to camp in Bustamante canyon and to look up Sr. Rodriguez the next day in town.
Sunday morning, after considerabl{)
considerable difficulty, Sr. Rodriquez' house was finally located.
His description of the terrain near the cave had closely coincided with that encountered by
Charles and Mike on their climb and after considerable discussion it was concluded that they
cave. Further inhad misinterpreted his directions regarding the final 100 meters or so to the cave.
terrogation elicited glowing descriptions of the cave, including that the mouth was six meters
across, there was a drop of uncertain distance (maybe 60 meters) and that clouds issued from
the mouth in cold weather. Some of those present wondered how much of this glowing description might be due to leading questions posed by a certain caver the previous day, but
kept these questions to themselves. The trip back to Houston was made amidst excited speculation by a certain caver, and planning of a return trip for several weeks later.
The second trip was well pla:lned.
planned. The arrival of cavers was heralded by a letter sent from
Charles Fromen to Sr. Rodriguez a week in advance of the second coming. The cavers arrived
in front of Sr. Rodriguez
ROdriguez house early that cold drizzly Saturday morning and the mountain
man was waiting. The cavers spirits sank, however, when he insisted that conditions were too
dangerous to reach the intended objective (rain and low visibility) and that he would show
them several caves
caves containing Indian pictographs and 'gold coins' instead. After hasty consultation, the group set out for the parking lot hoping to change their guide's mind on the way.
Considerable discussion took place at the parking lot with the cavers trying to persuade
their guide to lead them to the original objective. He remained adamant, however, and finally
explained that he had climbed up to the cave several days before and that it was not actually
caves in another
as good as he had remembered. He would be very happy to lead them to some caves
location that he was sure were much better since they were known to contain gold and money.
As this discussion continued a mood of doom and despair gripped most of the group, but
a certain caver insisted on climbing the mountain to find the cave. Insisting that the cave must
be a good one and that our guide was only degrading it because he didn't want to hike up there,
he headed up the trail. The others held back, however, listening to Sr. Rodriguez and beginning
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to believe that the course of action he recommended might have merit. That certain caver, howhaggling the rest of the group (less the
ever, was not to be restrained and after 45 minutes of haggling
guide) followed him up the trail, with thoughts of previous ordeals racing through their heads.
After several hours of climbing and hiking over slippery limestone the dauntless explorers
reached the area where the cave was supposed to be located. With visibility at 20 feet Mike
Hanks set out to build a fire while the others searched for the cave and for firewood. Mike extracted some type of magical substance from his pack and was miraculously able to kindle a
fire from the wet firewood. This provided an opportunity for the cavers to dry their clothes
and warm their bodies before exposure became a problem.
In the meantime Charles had located the cave; an insignificant hole, precisely as described
by the would-be guide several
several hours before. When clothing had been dried substantially, the
group had a few morsels of nourishment provided by Mike Hanks. It was then necessary to
begin the descent immediately in order to find the trail before dark. They arrived at the parking lot without mishap despite the treacherous conditions and the fact that night had fallen
while they were still on the mountain. So ended one more of the great searches.
-Reprinted from The Texas Caver, 19(1):12-13.
Date: 2-4 November 1973
Destination: Gruta del Precipfcio
Persons: Amador Cantu, Juan Menchaca, Ken and Karen Kreekmore, Jim Clements, Paul Duncan,
Wayne and Debbie Klempke, Glenda Dawson
Reported by: Glenda Dawson
Again,
Again, a trip to Bustamante Canyon. Left Friday with Clements and Duncan picked up by Tom
in Kingsville. Only took an hour to get across the border (no, the officials are by no means fast).
Arrived late in the Canyon. Total of 3 vehicles and 13 bodies showed. Arose at the crack of dawn
in order to get as far up the mountainside as possible before the sun caught up with us. Clements,
gave Clements the royal tour to the first drop-all the while conDuncan, and I got there last-I gave
vincing him that we were going to my wine cellar (I'm not sure he fell for it). Emerged from the
safety of the cave to watch a magnificently colored sunset (varied soft but very deep pastelsbeautiful). Waited for dark and on signal provided those below with fireworks (see, it is handy
having a wizard along). Must've been quite a sight for the cave
cave is located about 400 ft up a cliff.
I understand there were two 'sauced' locals trucking (literally) along the canyon road who saw
the firework-immediately stopped their vehicle and proceeded with immediate repentance of
all their wrongdoings. It lasted about an hour (the fireworks display). Next day we started down
going by way of an arroyo which is directly south of the ridge we went up on. Ran into a small
cave
cave (about 30 ft with some flowstone) on the way down. Made it in good style and swam our
aches and pains away (except for being swept over the waterfall). Went into town and had a good
meal-went home-ran into a very friendly border guard-made the search a little nicer-Thanksgiving here we come.
giving
Date: 21-25 November 1973
Destination: Mountains east of Saltillo, Huasteca Canyon, Nuevo Leon
Persons: Neal Morris, Barb Vinson, Terry and Nancy Sayther, Pat Asnes, Craig Bittinger
Reported by: Craig Bittinger
We left Austin at 6 p.m. Wednesday and arrived in Sabinas Hidalgo at 1 a.m. The border
took about two hours but involved no hassles.
hassles. We
We proceeded to sleep at the Ancira Restaurant
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while we waited for the other car of cavers, including David Backer, Peter Sprouse and Greg Walker.
We awoke at 5 a.m., left a note on the door of the restaurant and proceeded to leave while wonderWe
ing what had happened to the other car. By 9 a.m. we were at the parking spot in the mountains
east of Saltillo.
Donning our packs, we followed Neal up the trail. Two hours of strenuous hiking brought
us to the steep mountains we were to climb. We
We would hike 50 feet, rest, and then repeat the
process up the mountain. Sitting to rest could be dangerous because of the slope's steepness.
During one rest break I slid five feet back. Finally, at 4 p.m. we made it to the top at 11,500
feet. We
We had gained 5,000 feet in elevation after a sleepless night on the road and we felt it.
Spirits were high around the campfire in the pines as we supped on Lipton's best, popcorn and
chocolate pudding. The next morning the sun came out and we set out to find new caves.
We
We located four caves and mapped one about 300 feet long and 100 feet deep. Unfortunately
these weren't the caves Neal had seen previously. We
We all enjoyed the fantastic view down into the
valleys on both sides of us. The hike down lasted until dark. When we arrived at the truck, we
fixed supper and went to sleep while 20 Mexican children watched. They admitted that it was
better than the circus.
The next morning we drove through the canyons to Monterrey. Huasteca Canyon was in
flood and four-wheel drive was necessary to traverse the road. A Mexican foot-soldier raced us
through the canyon and held his own for about eight miles until he met his buddies. They were
busy pointing machine-guns at us and pumping water up from the depths and into the creek
bed so it wouldn't dry up. We were sad to arrive in Monterrey because of the smog.
Proceeding to Bustamante, we ate and met Fred Paschal at the canyon entrance. Vole followed
him to the canyon near EI Alamo and met the owner of the canyon on a one-lane road, getting
the Mexican standoff. After a night's rest, we journeyed up to the springs where the canyon water
emerges. Our guide enchanted us with tales of finding buried money and local Spanish ruins.
Crossing the border was easy but getting to it took two hours.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(4):8.
Date: 21-25 November 1973.
Destination: Bustamante Canyon, N.L.
Persons: David Backer, Peter Sprouse, Greg Walker.
Reported by: Peter Sprouse.
Wednesday night a long line of turistas was encountered at the border, many of whom were
scruffy, dirty types who we suspected were fellow cavers. Thus it was 4 a.m. Thursday before we
were on the road again, heading from Sabinas Hidalgo, which was to be a meeting place with the
other half of our group going to the highlands east of Saltillo. Arriving at the rendezvous point,
we discovered the other truckload of cavers had left 15 minutes ahead of us. Off to Saltillo,
where we again failed to make contact. After a three-hour wait in the town square, we elected
to head north to the Bustamante Canyon area.
We arrived in Bustamante about 1 p.m. and drove on through the canyon to the desert
We
west of it. We
We then drove south through the desert looking for a good section of the mountain
to look for caves. Aiming for what looked like a possible huge sinkhole on the summit, eight
miles south of the canyon gap, we only got five miles south of the gap before our road ended
near the base of the mountain at a small rancho. Here lived an old man, known only to us as
"the senor," who told us of a cave in one of the valleys cut into the mountainside near his
home. He also told us of some more caves he knew of farther away which we didn't search for
due to lack of time.
The next day (Friday) we went in search of the cave the senor told us of. After fighting
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cacti up the valley's steep sides all morning, the senor's goatherder showed us the way to the
cave. The entrance, ten by eight meters, was hidden by palm trees at the base of a cliff. Thusly
it earned the name Cueva Escondida. Just inside the entrance, under a magnificent 30-50 meter
ceiling, were the diggings of Mexican miners, presumably saltpetre works. On the walls, mixed
with recent graffitti, were many Indian pictographs. These were copied by David for further
study. Also found were several potsherds, but these looked to be of fairly recent origin.
The huge passage beyond unfortunately ended after 75 meters. Exploration of side
passages and lower level crawls produced another 75 meters.
While cooking breakfast the next morning (Saturday) in the desert, we spotted an entrance
We hiked through the desert to find that the entrance,
about 1.5 miles north of the canyon. We
15 meters by 8 meters, was basically a shelter cave with only 10 meters of passage.
That afternoon we felt a desire to spend an extended period underground, so we visited
Gruta del Palmito, which was quite an experience, as none of us had been there before.
There are still a lot of discoveries to be made in the Bustamante mountain range. More
emphasis should be put on looking for new caves there than on repeated trips into Palmito.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(4):6-7.
Date: 22-25 November 1973.
Destination: SMa southwest of El Cercado, Nuevo Leon.
Persons: Theresa Morris, Charles Frornen,
Fromen, Susey Fromen, Mike Connolly.
Reported by: Mike Connolly.
This trip was primarily intended as an attempt to push past the log jam that blocks Sumidero
de la Cebolla. This cave is located on the outskirts of La Trinidad, N.L., and is reached via the
road from El Cercado above Horsetail Falls. The cave had been surveyed as far as the log jam
(about 175 m) on previous trips, but attempts to push over, around or under this obstacle had
been fruitless. The local people claim that water entering the cave exits from a cave on a canyon
wall about 1.5 km away.
After reaching La Trinidad, the cave from which the water exits was located with the aid
of the local people. First-hand inspection revealed that the overhang of the cliff would make
rapelling in from above very difficult, if not impossible, and that the route from below would
involve technical rock climbing of the waterfall issuing from the cave. It was decided to work
on the log jam in the upper entrance; but this effort was abandoned after an hour or so of very
little progress.
Two previously unchecked sinks along the road from La Trinidad to Potrero Redondo
yielded horizontal passage of about 100 m each, and the night was spent near Potrero with the
intention of surveying Gruta Tierrosa. Evidence of a previous survey was founrl
found in this cave
although none of our group has visited it since 1971. Efforts at further exploration of the
water passage were discouraged by the coldness of the water. This factor has hampered exploration of other caves in this area so taking wetsuits to Mexico may be in order.
At Laguna de Sanchez the valley was found to be fully drained from the floods of the
summer. When visited in July of this year the lower end of the valley near town had been under
as much as 2 m of water. After considerable walking about in the mud-covered fields, we located the "pozo" that drained the valley. Much to our surprise it looked like a classical water
well, about 0.8 m in diameter with stone masonry sides. It was, however, taking a large volume
of water from a ditch cut across the fields of the valley. Inquiring of the locals it was learned
that the stone walls had been added to guard against washing in debris, since the people understand only too well the function that the pit plays. Their description varied from 20 to 30 m
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of depth with horizontal continuation at this level of too small a size for a man to fit through.
None of the locals seemed to know where the water goes, although there is a spring a mile or
so below town which may act as a resurgence.
-Reprinted in part from The Texas Caver, 19(2):31.
Date: 8 December 1973
Destination: Grutas del Precipfcio, Bustamante, Nuevo Leon
Persons: David Brantley, Tom Addison, Dionicio Vasquez
Reported by: D. Brantley
....We hiked up the rock slide and got up on the ridge. The ridge is very easy to climb due to
....We
its step-like features. About two-thirds way up, the ridge has a cliff that appears to have no place
We used ropes at this point, but I suggest going to the right until it is climbable to
to climb up. We
save time. One main point I would like to express is stay on the rock as much as possible, because
the brush will eat you up. Once on the ridge we stayed on it until we reached the top. At the top
of the ridge there is a good trail with only about a 15 degree incline. We
We followed the Precipice
around until we came to the little slope going down and around to the face of the Precipice where
the cave is located. The slope is safe, but be careful, one slip, and you create a man-made hole at
the bottom of the Precipice.
When you finally get into the cave you feel more secure. Tom wanted to check out the caves
Precipfcio, He took another
below Precipfcio, so we put down a 245 ft rope, tied to a rock inside Precipfcio.
200 foot rope down, because of a report that it was over 300 feet, but he didn't need the extra
rope. I didn't go down because I felt just a little chicken. Tom got some great shots with his
camera in the lower caves. The best shot of all was the one he missed of his face at the top of the
rope when he dropped his hundred and fifty dollar camera about 400 feet straight down. The
lower caves are not worth the trouble unless you like the rope work, according to Tom.
We went back to the first drop with very little difficulty. There are a few ups and downs
We
getting to the first drop, but nothing difficult. A 200 foot rope is sufficient for the drop. There
is a large rock at the mouth of the drop to tie to. It doesn't look safe, but still we have used it
twice with no problems. There are a few ledges as you go down. One is large enough to rest on.
We got to the bottom of the first
You could unhook and adjust your equipment if necessary. We
We went to our right until we came to a
drop, and faced the wall we had just descended on. We
large cavern that drops down about 50 feet. A rope about 150 ft is needed for this drop due to
the tie off point. We
We descended on the left side (facing the room) because there is a lot of loose
rock on the right, big enough to wipe you out if they should work loose. After our descent,
we climbed a huge pile of breakdown to an opening near the top. Until this point, the cave was
beautiful, but the sight at the top was simply indescribable. It is one of nature's finest works of
art. The formations formed and designed by nature, not one of them looking like the other. The
architecture features are unbelievable. The ceilings are supported by huge columns strong enough
We
to hold up the world. Stalactites hang from the roof of the cavern up to 30 ft in length. We
admired the beauty within the cavern and investigated every opening we could; large or small.
It's a sight that nature created, but God only gave a few us fools the ambition to see. I guess he
gave others brains.....

Date: 18 December 1973 - 2 January 1974
Destination: Yucatan
Persons: Ron Ralph, Pamela Lynn, Terry Sayther, Chuck Kennedy, John Davies
Reported by: Pamela Lynn
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Yucatarr-Grutas de Balankanche (a quickie
Caving on this trip involved visiting three caves in Yucatan-Grutas
trip), Spukil (very confusing), and Loltun (very impressive.)
Grutas de Balankanche is near the site of Chichen Itza and costs three pesos. The main interest
is not the cave itself but the beautiful pottery excavated there.
Spukil is near the town of Muna and has recently been explored and photographed by David
We
McKenzie. The cave is a huge maze with broken pottery and metates scattered throughout. We
didn't have a map and ended up going in circles for several hours without ever finding the main
passage.
Loltun
Lolnin is near the town of Oxkutzcab (Loltun means Stone Flower in Maya). The cave has
several huge skylights, pictographs, petroglyphs, a couple of
ofrough
rough altars carved from natural
rock, a stalagmite that has grown like a water fountain with cold sweet water, a ceremonial bath
with carved steps, and many fine formations. Without our guide, who was very knowledgeable
and also spoke some English, we would have missed many of these features, so the $5.00 (U.S.)
he charged was definitely worth it.
The rest of the trip was spent visiting lots of Maya ceremonial sites (Palenque, Labna,
Tulum, etc.).
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(4):9.
Date: Christmas 1973
Destination: Sierra de EI Abra, San Luis POtOSI
Persons: Cavers from four nations
Reported by: William H.
H. Russell

Cavers from four nations camped at the Los Sabinos campground during the 1973 Christmas
season. Among the notables was Paul Courbon from France, author of Atlas des Grands Gouffres
du Monde, an atlas of maps and descriptions of the deep caves of the world. He planned to visit
S6tano de las Golondrinas to see personally if it was the world's greatest pit. Also present was
Peter Lord, an English caver touring the caves of North America, and Eduardo Castro, the second
Mexican to do S6tano de las Golondrinas. Eduardo hopes to form a national organization similar
to the National Speleological Society to include all the various groups interested in Mexican caving.
The first objective for most Austin cavers was the high part of the Sierra de EI Abra north of
Cd. Valles, S.L.P. Many of the caves in this area had only recently been discovered. The largest,
S6tano de la Cuesta, a 570-foot drop into a large room, had only been entered last Christmas.
The advance group of Neal Morris and Barbara Vinson had arrived in Valles Dec. 20. Neal and
Barbara then walked up to the base camp at Cueva de Tanchipa and surveyed 60 stations on the
map of that cave, and then returned to the highway clearing and marked the trail. Jim Moore,
Craig Bittinger, and Bill Russell arrived in Jim's VW on the evening of Dec. 22 and waited in
Valles for Ronnie Fieseler, Susan Fieseler and Jim Goodbar to arrive on the bus. When they arrived
we rode out to Los Sabinos with our packs and rested. The next afternoon, Peter Strickland arrived in his truck with Peter Sprouse, Cindy Kane, Steve Zeman, Dino Lowery, Larry Wigginton,
Logan McNatt, Ivy Abbington and Dave Hutchings. Peter's people went into town to eat and the
rest loaded into Jim Rodemaker's and Marion Smith's four-wheel-drive pickups for the ride to
the base of the mountain. Toward the end, the road was rough and everyone walked, but at least
they didn't have to carry their packs until the end of the road. Peter Strickland's alternator
ceased to function on the way to the base of the mountain, so those in his truck didn't arrive at
Cueva de Tanchipa until the evening of Dec. 24, after walking from the highway with full packs.
The two gallons of water each person needed to carry didn't make the packs lighter. Everyone
spent Christmas eve in the jungle-shrouded shelter-like entrance to Cueva de Tanchipa.
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Christmas Day some cavers explored in Cueva de Tanchipa where Ron Fieseler ann crew
had blasted through a small hole the day before. Others followed a trail chopped through the
jungle to S6tano de la Cuesta and S6tano de la Estrella, three kilometers to the north. Sotano
de la Cuesta is the main attraction of the area, a 570-foot drop into the top of a large room a
thousand feet long and 300 feet wide with a ceiling over 500 feet high, one of the largest rooms
in a North American cave. The shaft of sunlight entering the room makes a spectacular sight
even in December when it does not reach the floor. A summer picture of a person in the beam
of light shining 500 feet from floor to ceiling would sweep any photo salon. There is light
enough that a flash is not needed-only a tripod. It is possible that there is another deep pit
in the area, as Sotano de la Cuesta is not exactly where it was supposed to be ... a "black hole"
in the jungle was seen from the air on the ridge between the "star-shaped sink" and the west
slope of the range, and while looking for this pit Sotano de la Cuesta was found about 300 feet
south of this ridge. It is possible that they are the same pit but it seems unlikely that their
apparent positions from the air would be so different. A letter has been sent to John Fish for
him to search his air photos of the region for a black hole about 1000 feet south of Cuesta. If
there is another pit, it might be even more spectacular than Cuesta, as we flew over the pit in
July at noon on a bright, sunny day and could only see blackness from the air. Over a thousand
man-hours were spent chopping trails into the "star-shaped sink" and it would be especially
nice if another sink could be found with only a few hundred feet of chopping.
After photographing in Cuesta and Estrella, surveying between the entrances and clearing
a shortcut trail, the cavers returned to the Los Sabinos campground, the center of caving in
the Valles area. The next day we spent recovering and relaxing by visiting the local movie (6
pesos) and swimming in the nacimiento. For the next two days, we talked to the various groups
stopping by the campground and tried to find guides to some local caves.
caves. We
We talked to a woodcutter we had met at Cueva de Los Monos two years ago about taking us to a "deep" pit he had
told us about, but he had to go to a funeral. Returning to camp, we found Don Shofstall of
convention fame and his group returning from caving in the Gomez Farias area. Bob Addis of
Bob and Bob fame stopped by. Kyle Isenhard, Bill Bauman, John Wingert, Bill
Bill Combes, Gerald
Hale and Peter Lord returned from doing the 1345-foot drop in El S6tano. A group mostly
from Indiana consisting of Mike Van Note, Barb Ransom, Peter Syrusik, John Valainis, Joe
Lieberz and Eduardo Castro went with Paul Courbon to S6tano de las Golondrinas. Paul then
pronounced Golondrinas "the best shaft in the world," thus making it official. (Provatina is
too cold anyway.) Two Indiana cavers, Eric Valainis and Tim Davis, climbed to the Window
on the wall of Golondrinas after traversing narrow guano-covered ledges only to find it ended
in a steep guano slope to the ceiling. They wanted something else to do, so we sent them to
S6tano de San Francisco off the highway to San Luis Potosi. A 330-foot drop into a deep pool
was explored by John Fish several years ago but he did not swim to the shore, and when the
pit was finally checked, it was found there was a short passage leading to another drop. Lieberz
and Van Note descended this drop another 330 feet into a deep pool and the next drop was
120 feet into a deep pool. By that time the cold water (since the cave is high in the mountains)
had taken its toll, so they returned to the surface. They didn't have wet suits so they called
Valles for reinforcements. Alas, the only group equipped for wet caving (Pete Strickland's
group) had already left for the mountains above Aquism6n and a large group of cavers from
the Rensselaer Grotto in New York did not feel they were equipped for cold water either.
(They knew what cold water was all about.)
Finally, it was time to return to Austin. Steve arranged for a guide to take him to some
new caves found by woodcutters east of Los Sabinos and the various other groups departed
to visit areas of interest.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(4): 10-12.
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Date: 27-31 December 1973
Destination: Gruta del Palmito, Grutas de Villa de Garda, Huasteca Canyon, and Cueva de la Boca.
Persons: Paul Bonner, Joe Everton, David Foster, James Jasek, Mimi Laurens, Jane Laurens,
Frances McCauley, Gary Parsons, Frank Sadek, Alicia Wisener
Reported by: Jane Laurens.
The Temple group left Temple at about noon and picked me up in Austin on their way down.
Weateat an A&W somewhere along the way that night and continued on to the border. We
We had no
trouble getting across and arrived at Bustamante about midnight and crashed. The next morning we
met some South Dakota and Illinois cavers who had done Precipfcio and another cave. They were
planning on doing Palmito that day.
We
We started out early, and after discovering the right road to the cave we proceeded. Many
hours were spent in the cave which put the group out after nightfall. Our group met up with the
South Dakota and Illinois cavers and did Palmito with them. After everyone got down, we went
to Ojo de Agua and cleaned our dirty bodies in the relatively warm water. We
We ate and then crashed.
The next morning, Jim, Mimi, and Joe met us at our camp; we ate and
anel hit the road, traveling
to Grutas de Villa de Garda, a commercial cave which is northwest of Monterrey. Getting up to
the cave involves riding a cable car which goes up an extremely steep trail of 800 feet. The cave
is in Cretaceous limestone and is fairly large with many interesting rooms and formations. We
We
left at 4:30 p.m. and went through Monterrey and Villa de Santiago de Cienega.
Cienega, We
We drove on up
the mountain road to camp just off the road by Huasteca Canyon. We
We woke up with much frost
on our bags and had to get up and brave the frigid weather. Fortunately it warmed up a lot when
the sun came up. We
We walked into the canyon down to the waterfall. The South Dakota people
then went further into the canyon with their super truck.
After much picture taking of the incredible scenery, we headed back to camp and took off
again. Our next destination was Cueva de la Boca which is on the south side of Canon Garrapatas,
1.4 miles east of Presa de la Boca. Even though we arrived after nightfall, we did the cave after
eating a fantastic pitch-in dinner. The cave entrance is reached by climbing and crawling up a
steep slope. The entrance is about 100 feet square and the cave is in Cupido limestone. This cave
is really just one very large room with numerous mining pits for phosphates. La Boca has some
but not many formations, and there are some very large bats which inhabit the cave.
We
We started the long drive back the next day. We
We stopped for a little sight-seeing and souvenir
buying. After spending two hours trying to get out of Nuevo Laredo, we finally got to the border
and across in about five minutes. We
We stopped in Laredo to eat and were "royally shafted" by a
cafeteria there. Getting some gas in San Antonio, we arrived in Austin about 9:30 p.m. I was left
there and the rest arrived in Temple about II :30 p.m.
The gas in Mexico was fairly cheap and not at all scarce. We
We hit one expensive station in our
travels.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(4):9-10.
Date: 29 December 1973 - 5 January 1974
Destination: Aquism6n area, San Luis Potosf
Persons: Don Broussard, David Hutchings, Cindy Kane, Dino Lowrey, Logan McNatt, Peter
Sprouse, Pete Strickland, Steve Zeman
Reported by: Peter Sprouse
Sleeping near Aquism6n Friday night (Dec. 28) after four days in the El Abra, our group
rendezvoused with a group of seven persons from Austin, including Bob Rhoades and Victor
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Benalcazar. In Aquismon
Aquism6n we found burro prices extremely inflated because of the frequent trips
up to S6tano
Sotano de las Golondrinas. Not wishing to encourage this problem, we elected to carry our
rope ourselves. Fortunately, we had relatively short lengths, as our first destination was a multiple
drop cave north of Sotano
S6tano de las Golondrinas, close to the town of San Rafael. We
We obtained permission and were on the trail by 11
11 a.m. We
We arrived at the campground below Golondrinas in
time to watch the evening sparrow flight in.
Sunday morning most of us headed up to the cave; Logan was sick so he stayed in camp
that day. Peter Strickland had previously explored down four drops within the cave, but had run
out of rope and caving companions at the top of the fifth drop. So we entered the cave with
many short lengths of rope. The locals who gathered around the entrance had no name for the
cave. When we suggested Cueva de San Rafael it didn't seem to offend them, so that we named it.
The entrance is in a small sink of vertical rock walls on all but one side. It is about three
feet high and four feet wide, and keeps these dimensions for 50 meters, down a dry stream bed
with occasional pools. Then a five meter climb down followed by a two meter climb down. Immediately after this are two drops in succession: ten meters and 13 meters into a pool. This is followed
by 35 meters of wet tube-like passage one meter high and 0.5 to 1.5 meters wide which opens into
the top of a pit 40 meters deep. Passage off the base of this led to a two meter climb down and a
seven meter drop. This brought the party to the limit of previous exploration. Only two people
were in the group to arrive there first, Don Broussard and myself. While
While I prepared to descend
the virgin pit, Don discovered a side pit off the same room but it did not appear deep or promising so was passed up. I reported the pit to be 14 or 15 meters deep and set off to determine
whether more rope was required. Descending a steeply sloping passage, I came upon an estimated
30 meter-plus drop. So Don rappelled down the 14 meter drop with more rope and I then descended the next drop which turned out to be only 20 meters. Again I pushed on, to report
back of a seven meter drop further on.
An order was then sent back for more rope and after a while Pete Strickland came down
with three ropes. They rigged the next drop and Pete rappelled down and pushed on 100 meters
to where the small stream he was following disappeared through a five-inch wide crack
crack...dead
...dead
end, bottom cave.
The party left the cave and Broussard, Strickland and myself returned to bottom cave and
began the survey out. After four hours, Steve and Dino came in to help de-rig. We
We then found
that the pit Don had peered into was of substantial depth after all. Steve rappelled in to report
a depth of 45 meters and a low, short passage that got too tight for him to push. As the survey
party was already past this point, it was not surveyed for lack of time. The whole crew was
back in camp 15 minutes before midnight, New Year's, in a sullen rain.
A late start was made the next day for Paxalja, a small town south of La Laja near which
Don Broussard had visited, but not descended, two s6tanos.
sotanos. A third pit, seen from the air, was
also in the area. The group of noncavers with Bob and Victor left with them for Aquism6n
Aquismon
when we reached Paxalja, and we filled up with water from a spring and continued on to the
first pit, Hoya de Quile, where we camped.
The hoya (pit) was of very large diameter, at least 100 meters, and had a parrot colony
living in it. We
We rigged at the lowest point of the lip, so we had only a 50 meter rappel. The
bottom was dense jungle, sloping funnel-like to a small, mainly vertical cave at the bottom. A
large shelter cave was found in the opposite wall. The survey took the rest of the day.
The following day we hiked to the next pit, Hoya de Quital. We
We arrived an hour before
dark in time to see an amazing number of parrots fly into the pit, possibly twice as many as
that live in Golondrinas. Then to our surprise, clouds of swifts gathered overhead and dove
into the s6tano.
sotano. This was apparently only the second known pit to have a swift colony, known
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as swallows by the Mexicans.
Mexicans. Not nearly as many were observed though, as at Golondrinas.
The next morning we prepared for the descent. Quital is a very impressive pit, almost as
large as Quile and much deeper. A new length of Bluewater III rope was lowered in and Logan
descended. It was a free rappel of 90 meters, very close to 300 feet. On the opposite wall was
a gaping black crack which reached into the floor. Logan investigated this and found it to be
a high chamber where the swifts roosted on or near the ceiling.
ceiling. It was 80 meters long and
25 meters wide in the middle with guano mounds as tall as three meters.
Don and I found another passage
passage off the entrance pit which led to a very large room
from which the sound of water could be heard. This required a rope to enter so we returned
for rope and help. The others joined me in exploration while Don went off to climb the huge
talus slope on the north side of the pit. The group sent a man down the sloping drop into the
room, and the others followed. Shortly, Logan was amazed to find a large piece of Indian
pottery close to the base of the crop. How could Indians have descended a 300-foot pit?
Mystified, we began the survey. We
We collected some specimens of troglobitic shrimp and earthworms, and discovered several
several other potsherds.
Returning to the entrance pit we were further amazed to find that Don had ascended the
talus slope, done a climb unbelayed to a skylight entrance! This solved the pottery mystery.
Steve returned from further exploration in the swallow crack with a piece of a Matamoros
newspaper dated early 1973. Apparently modern-day Mexicans had also visited the pit recently,
possibly to kill swifts.
We closed a loop
Logan, Pete and I began the survey around the bottom of the s6tano. We
around the walls and the base of the talus slope. As dusk fell, I prusiked out and Logan and
Peter climbed the talus slope out. On their way out they encountered a cave passage
passage going off
that had been reported by others earlier, about 35 meters below the lip. Many bats were exiting.
The next morning it was decided to split into three groups: one to continue surveying, one
to explore the bat cave, and one to look for the third pit seen from the air. This pit has two
openings which appear to go into the same pit. Don and Logan went off to hire a guide to look
for it while Steve, Cindy and David explored the bat cave.
cave. Dino, Pete and I surveyed down the
slope and then into the swallow hole.
Don and Logan returned after a few hours in which time a guide took them back to the
same pit (Quital), then had to leave. No other guide could be found so they returned to the pit
and descended into the pottery chamber to get drinking water. Pete Strickland accompanied
them to photograph the pottery.
The bat cave team emerged and the survey team went up to survey it. They reported four
drops, the last into a big room 30 by 70 meters. Pete, Steve and I surveyed in, and on the way
out pushed a side lead which opened into big passage to a 25 meter drop into a room beyond.
This was not descended or mapped.
Our food running out, the next day we headed back to civilization. By hiking back east
over the mountain instead of north to La Laja, we made it down to the Inter-American Highway
by early afternoon.
18-21 January 1974
Date: 18-21
Destination: Gruta del Palmito and Gruta del Carrizal, Nuevo Le6n
Persons: Roy Brooks, Susan German, Jay Jorden, Preston Forsythe, Ron T. Kopel, Mary Conner,
Willie Vinson
Neal Morris, Pete Strickland, John Steele, Rene Shields, Barbara Vinson, Willie
Reported by: Neal Morris
The above twelve people drove to Gruta del Palmito with some trouble crossing the border
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because of one person's long hair. At the police station in Bustamante, the group ticket for the
cave cost 5 pesos a person. The guide was at the entrance with the key and would turn on the
lights for one hour... We took a leisurely tour of the cave, rigging the Birthday Passage and visiting
the New Room... The next morning, a group of Laredo cavers drove up carrying the cave guide
and his bicycle. They had been checking leads near Candela with some miners for guides. They
also informed us that the building under construction in the parking lot was only a restaurant
and not a sky ride to the cave as we had hoped...
Soon we were swimming in the sun-warmed pool outside the entrance of La Gruta del
Carrizal. Some went in the cave; others did not. It was afternoon when we got back to the pavement from Carrizal...

-Summarized from UTG News, 6(4): 13-15.
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ABORIGINALLY OCCUPIED CAYES IN THE SIERRA DE EL ABRA,
SAN LUIS POTOSI AND TAMAULIPAS, MEXICO
by John W.
W. Greer
The following list briefly describes caves in the El Abra range which were checked for archeological materials in the summer of 1972. Detailed descriptions of the caves, their locations, and
their archeological components will be given in other reports and are also on file with the AMCS
AMCS
in Austin. In most cases, areas near or even adjacent to the caves were not checked for archeological materials. All referenced sherds in these descriptions are aboriginal, that is, old, presumably
pre-Hispanic and of native origin. Recent pottery in most cases was not present.
Cueva del Abra. A large impressive entrance 21
21 m wide and 18 m high is above the highway
in the upper El Abra pass. The spaceous cave runs back 183 m to a 26 m drop in a large dome pit
leading to lower levels.
levels. Red aboriginal pictographs occur in a small alcove within the cave on the
south side of the entrance. One aboriginal sherd was found at the base of the entrance slope.
Cueva Tanchipa. The entrance is a large, overhanging circular shelter, with a breakdown
slope extending downward to the back of the shelter, from which point vertical drops requiring
equipment begin. The entrance room is 45 x 90 m and 9-23 m high. Beside several small phosphate
test pits near the back of the entrance room are human bones of at least seven individuals-l 4
femurs and many miscellaneous bones and skull fragments. Apparently the entire bodies were
there, but cavers are uncertain whether the bones were dug from the test pits (presumably) or
were originally on the surface in that portion of the cave. Cueva Tanchipa was entered in
December 1971 by UTI AMCS
AMCS cavers and was reported by Abrey Washington (pers. comm.).
Cueva de Los Sabinos. The 15 m wide x 30 m high entrance opens into a room 30 x 60 m.
Numerous aboriginal sherds were observed by John Fish and Don Broussard in July 1972.
Cueva Pinta. A sheltered breakdown slope descends to two large rooms with flat dirt floors
22 x 44 m and 30 x 36 m. An additional small passage leads to a small pit. Sherds and other
artifacts occur in all parts of the cave, including a small alcove in the entrance overhang, the
breakdown slope, both rooms, and the back passageway. Limestone pebble and cobble accumulations occur along the walls in both rooms, and many are associated with pictographs. Pictographs include over 135 handprints-mainly negative red, black, or gray, and a few positive
orange prints-and miscellaneous positive red figures-men, geometric designs, dragon-like
ano deformed
figure, box figures, etc. Most black prints, including a child's deformed hand and
foot, occur alone in the left-hand room near a series of small flowstone dams-possibly an area
chosen for its presumed curing powers.
S6tano de los Monos. A small room in the upper cave overlooks the large entrance of the
main deep vertical shaft. A hole in the floor opens into a parallel shaft joining the main shaft
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at the bottom of the drop. Petroglyphs cover nearly all the available rock surfaces. The main
panel is covered with animal figures (coati-mundi? ), stick men, a turtle, a bundle-burial figure (? ),
a female human fertility figure holding a lightning bolt (? ), and miscellaneous figures. The
panel above the secondary shaft opening consists primarily of bundle figures with a few geometric designs. Other panels contain mainly human stick figures (primarily male), footprints,
and unidentifiable figures. No sherds were observed. The name is a local one referring to the
monos (dibujos,
(dibuios, drawings, figures) in the cave. Human male stick figures showing the usual
pendulous penis previously have been presumably erroneously referred to as monkeys by
various cavers misinterpreting the name of the cave as translating "monkeys."
Hoya de Higuer6n. A large oval sink 45 m across and only 365 m from Cueva de los Monos
opens down a steep breakdown slope through an entrance 9 x 9 m into a large room 153 m x 40 m.
Sherds and other artifacts occur at the bottom of the entrance slope and on old soil surfaces and
dry flowstone areas within the cave. Low stalactites are broken and possibly were aboriginally
collected as a source of calcite temper for pottery.
Cueva de las Manos. A small oval passage 95 m long and 4.5 m wide is about 230 m south
of Ventana
Vent ana Jabalf on the east face of the range. Two small side rooms near the back of the cave
contain painted negative red handprints. Sherds are abundant at the entrance and into the passagepassageway.
Cerlimica. A small passage 23 m long and 1.5 m wide is between Ventana JabaH
Cueva Ceramics.
Jabal] and
Cueva de las Manos. Sherds are abundant throughout the cave.
Cueva de los Indios. Genaro Cruz, a local guide, reported on July 2, 1972, this cave toward
the top of the east face south of Ventana Jabalf and just south of Ladera Blanca. A white scar
on the hillside marks the location of the cave. Although the cave was not visited, it is presumed
from its name that archeological materials at least at one time may have been present.
Jabalf which was entered by a
Cave. Genaro Cruz also reported a cave north of Ventana Jabal{
friend from an adjacent ranch at the base of the east face. The cave is toward the top of the
escarpment and contains whole ceramic jars, metates, mocajetes, etc. Genaro also described
Jabalf, many hard to get to and requiring vertical climbs
additional small caves south of Ventana Jaball,
on cliff faces.
Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Choy. The large room inside the lower river entrance contains sherds on the dirt floor, but none definitely of aboriginal origin. The upper cave, entered
above the railroad bridge, contains two modern shrines in constant use for the curing of personal and family ailments and the general pursuit of well being. Cavers in 1970 observed the pit
at the back of the upper cave being used during related activities. Aboriginal sherds were observed just inside the entrance of the upper cave.
Nacimiento del Rio Mante. In the picnic area on the northeast side of the cave is an aboriginal occupation area containing numerous sherds and other artifacts. No other adjacent areas
were checked.
Cave. A small cave containing numerous aboriginal sherds just north of the Valles-Tamufn
pass was visited several years ago by Don Broussard (pers. comm.).
Cueva Grande. Sherds have been observed in the cave mouth by AMCS cavers.
No archeological materials were observed in the following caves:
caves:
Japones,
S6tano de Japones.
S6tano de Soyate.
S6tano del Arroyo.
S6tano de Yerbaniz. Sherds observed in a nearby arroyo are not thought to be related to
the cave.
Cueva de Taninul n. 4. Phosphate mining activities have completely removed all the original
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floor level and thereby any cultural material which likely was present.
Jabal{ (presently known locally as Mina San Luis). The high oval entrance (12 m
Ventana Jabalf
Tamufn, The upper
wide and 18m high) on the east face overlooks the coastal plain toward Tamufn.
several meters of floor have been removed by phosphate mining activities, thereby destroying
all possibility of finding cultural debris. Probably, however, the 365 m long cave was well used
aboriginally, as is suggested by the use of such adjacent caves as Cueva de las Manos and Cueva
de la Ceramica.
Presumably caves were used for several purposes. Honey probably was collected in nearly
all areas as it has been recently in such caves as Cueva del Abra, Cueva Pinta, Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Choy, and Ventana JabaH.
Jabalf. Parrot feathers were available from such entrance
Caves serving as water sources have not yet been
areas as the nacimientos Choy and RIO Mante. Caves
observed in the El Abra. Ground calcite temper in local pottery presumably was obtained from
stalactites in such caves as Hoya de Higuer6n and perhaps the upper cave at Monos. Caves undoubtedly were used at least in part ceremonially, as suggested by pictographs in Cueva Pinta,
Cueva de las Manos, and Cueva del Abra, and the petroglyphs in the upper cave at Monos.
Pits, such as the impressive vertical freefall shaft at Cueva de los Monos, may have been used
for disposal localities for bundle burials, as is suggested by the Monos petroglyphs. Probably,
however, bodies were simply buried in caves, such as the case at Cueva Tanchipa. The numerous sherds indicate caves also were used as habitation sites, either simply for temporary occupation, such as Cueva de la Cenlmica
Ceramica and probably Cueva Tanchipa and Ventana JabaIi,
Jabali, or
while the cave was being used ceremonially, such as Cueva Pinta and Cueva de las Manos.
Cueva de los Monos does not appear to have been occupied additional to the presumed religious
activities.
The efficiency of early people moving through the El Abra jungle is noteworthy. The
abundance, variety, and complexity of the materials at Cueva Pinta, for example, suggest that
at least some caves were visited repeatedly. Such may also be the case for such caves
caves along the
crest as Cueva de los Monos and Hoya de Higuer6n. Repeated visits to such isolated, nearly
inaccessible caves indicate continual travel through the jungle, necessitating not only an exceptional sense of direction and fortitude, but probably also at least partially developed trail
systems, competent familiarity with the geography of the range, and a large and stable enough
local population to necessitate such trails, shrines, etc. The thick jungle region along the crest
of the range is dotted with both old abandoned, partially overgrown milpas as well as the few
modern ones still in use. Presumably parts of the jungle region were occupied and farmed as
they are today. Such a life, including just passing through the jungle, without a machete,
however, seems practically impossible, although wooden clubs certainly could have been used
to chop through such relatively small jungle plants as the abundant and exceedingly wicked
malamujer-e.g., the Cueva Pinta area now is nearly a solid malamujer jungle. The degree of
influence from the large Tamufn area site complexes and religious centers is uncertain but
certainly must have existed.
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BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS TO MEXICAN CAVE EXPLORATION
by James R. Reddell
Introduction
The physical dangers of cave exploration have been written about many times. Much attention
has been paid to safety with respect to climbing equipment, negotiation of drops, etc. In addition
to the dangers inherent to the exploration of any cave there are additional dangers from biological
factors, some of which are unique to Mexican caves. These dangers have generally been exagerrated and I have found that few cavers really know much about the plant and animal life which
may be injurious to them while exploring caves in Mexico. This article is intended to briefly summarize those groups of plants and animals which may endanger cavers during the exploration of
Mexican caves and to absolve a few other species from undeserved guilt.
Viruses, Bacteria, and Protozoa
Many harmful lower organisms may be encountered in caves, but none are known to be unique
to caves. Care should always be taken in drinking cave water. Many caves are located near towns
or near houses, and human contamination is common in surface streams entering caves. It is very
possible, therefore, to contract infectious hepatitis, amoebic dysentery, or other diseases from
the water of caves.
Fungi
Although several species of pathogenic fungi are known from caves only one, Histoplasma
capsulatum Darling, is of great concern to Mexican cavers. This fungus is the causative agent of
a more or less serious lung ailment known as histoplasmosis. This fungus is common in caves
throughout the southern United States and Latin America. In Mexico is has been called "la
fiebre de minas abandonadas" (the fever of abandoned mines), because of its frequent association
with caves mined for bat guano and phosphates.
Histoplasma capsulatum grows readily on the droppings of birds and bats and is known from
soil throughout the southeastern United States and has been isolated from the tissues of bats.
In its mild state the illness may be asymptomatic or may resemble a mild case of influenza. In
a severe state high fever, chills, and severe coughing may result. Death may result but it is uncommon except in the case of Mexican guano miners.
Twenty-two caves are known from which the spores of Histoplasma capsulatum have been isolated. These are known from the states of Durango, Guerrero, Morelos, Nuevo Le6n, Puebla,
Queretaro, San Luis Potos{,
Potosf, Tamaulipas, Yucatan, and Campeche. In addition to the actual
presence of spores epidemics of histoplasmosis have resulted from visits to the following caves:
Cueva de Cuetzala and Grutas de Cacahuamilpa, Guerrero; "caves at Xilitla" and Cueva Chica,
San Luis Potosi;
Potos{; Cueva del Diablo, Nuevo Le6n; Cueva de los Troncones, Tamaulipas; and Cueva
del Guano, Durango.
Several members of the AMCS became ill following a visit to Cueva del Diablo, Nuevo Le6n.
This is the only verified instance of cavers becoming ill following cave exploration in Mexico.
However, at least two biologists exploring caves in San Luis Potos{
Potosf and Tamaulipas have recently
contracted histoplasmosis.
It is interesting to note that despite thousands of man-hours devoted to the exploration and
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surveying of caves
caves in Mexico there is only one verified case of histoplasmosis among cavers. Since
many cavers are from rural areas or have spent much time exploring caves in Texas and the
other southern states they have probably contracted minor cases of histoplasmosis before beginning their cave explorations in Mexico. This will leave them with an immunity to the disease.
caves in Mexico and have spent hours mapping and
I have visited many of the most notorious caves
collecting without illness.
illness.
caves.
Many cavers are very concerned about the report of death by Mexican guano miners in caves.
It must be rememhered that a guano miner will spend many days inhaling thousands of spores
stirred up with the guano. The guano will itself greatly irritate the lungs and bronchial passages.
passages.
This leads to massive
massive infestations of the fungus. This will be very difficult for the body to contend with and, combined with poor or very late medical attention, can lead to death. Even the
cave will not compare with a few hours of mining
most extensive exploration and survey of a cave
guano.
Higher Plants
Caution should be taken in the entrance area of pits to avoid contact with Chidoscolus multilobus (Pax), the infamous mala mujer. This plant, which may reach heights of 5 m or more
causes severe
severe skin irritation and may result in considerable swelling of areas in which the fine
spines become imbedded. Several
Several cavers
cavers have been incapacitated for a day or more by contact
with this plant. Mala mujer is a plant commonly associated with disturbed areas. Following
the clearing of an area it is one of the most vigorous new plants to enter. It is, therefore, especially abundant about the edges of cornfields, along roads and trails, and at the edges of other
clearings. Since many s6tanos are the only area uncleared in a field mala mujer may practically
surround them. Some people have exhibited more or less severe allergic reactions to contact
and this can be potentially dangerous.
In addition to mala mujer other stinging nettles, including one known as mal hombre, may
agave,
be found in the vicinity of cave entrances. Besides
Besides the nettles many species of cactus, agave,
and thorny plants abound on the walls of vertical pits.
Leeches
Leeches have been reported from several cenotes in Yucatan and one species from a cave in
caves in southern Mexico which are fed by
Veracruz. They are probably not uncommon in caves
surface streams. They have never been reported attached to humans and so present little if any
problem to cave explorers.
Scorpions
Few scorpions are known from caves in Mexico. The highly poisonous species of the family
Buthidae are abundant in southern Mexico but are rare in caves.
caves. The blind species of the genus
Typhlochactas are very rare and very small and present no danger. The genus Veiovis
Vejovis is not infrequently found in caves,
caves, but their venom is not nearly so potent as that of the buthids. In
Mexico only a few specimens are ever seen in any cave and these usually under rocks.
Whip Scorpions and Amblypygids
Whip
Although greatly feared and considered by local inhabitants to be venemous these awe-
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inspiring arachnids are completely harmless. The whip scorpion, Mastigoproctus giganteus, is
cave entrances. The "whipless whip scorpions" of the genus Tarantula
occasionally seen in cave
abound in Mexican caves
caves and may be found from the entrance into the most remote parts of
the caves.
caves. They are large enough to inflict a painful bite but lack poison glands.
Spiders
Only two groups of spiders in Mexican caves may represent any danger to man. The most
obvious of these are the large spiders of the genus Ctenus. These are frequently found on cave
walls both near the entrance and in the dark zone. Some species of the genus are quite poiwalls
sonous, but nothing is known of the degree of venomosity of the species inhabiting Mexican
caves. One caver has been bitten by the species most commonly found in the caves
caves.
caves of the
EI Abra and Sierra de Guatemala, Ctenus mitchelli Gertsch, with no ill effects.
Sierra de EI
Nevertheless care should be taken in catching these animals.
The other group of spiders which may conceivably be dangerous are those belong to the
genus Loxosceles. Again, however, nothing is known of the effects of the cave species on man.
The brown recluse, Loxosceles reclusa, is not known from Mexican caves,
caves, but the species
which do inhabit caves belong to the same species group and so may be dangerous. No caver,
so far as I know, has been bitten by one of these spiders.
The black widow spider, Latrodectus mactans, occurs in Mexico, but has not been found
in caves.
caves. Since it occurs in Texas caves
caves it will probably prove to be a rare inhabitant of the
caves.
entrance zone of caves.
Ticks and Mites
The relapsing fever tick, Ornithodoros turicata, occurs in Mexico, but has not been taken in
Mexican caves.
caves. It occurs in Texas caves and several cases of relapsing fever have resulted from
its bite while in caves.
caves. It is a parasite of goats and wild mammals and its presence in dry shelter
caves
caves in northern Mexico is to be expected, but it is certainly cause of little concern.
caves, but are not known to
Other species of the genus Ornithodoros are known from bat caves,
be vectors of disease.
Chiggers are exceptionally abundant in bat caves
Chiggers
caves in many parts of Mexico and may readily
infest man. Despite possible discomfort attendant on their bites, none have been reported to
carry disease.
Centipedes
The only centipedes likely to be of any concern to cavers are those belonging to the order
Scolopendromorpha. At least one species up to one-third meter in length is not uncommon
in caves
caves of the Valles area. These could cause very painful bites, but the bite of the centipede
is not nearly so dangerous as popular belief would have.
Millipedes
Millipedes are frequently confused with centipedes and so thought to be dangerous. MilliMillipedes may be easily distinguished from centipedes by the presence of two pair of legs
legs on
each segment of the body in the milliped as opposed to only one pair on the centipede.
caves
Large millipedes of the genus Orthoporus are frequently abundant on bat guano in caves
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throughout Mexico and are frequently pointed out to be poisonous. They are completely
harmless, as are all millipedes.
Fleas

Bat caves
caves are infested with fleas,
fleas, but these rarely bother man. The fleas of the genus Pulex
are the common pests of man but have not been taken in Mexican caves.
caves. The plague flea,
Xenopsylla cheopis (Rothschild), was reported in 1936 from a cave in YucatAn.
Yucatan, This is
certainly an accidental occurrence and presents no danger to cavers.
Bees and Wasps

Bees and wasps probably present the greatest danger of any insect to cavers in southern
Mexico. Although many bees frequently seen in the entrances to caves are stingless, other
species are capable of inflicting severe stings. Cavers emerging from the vertical entrances
of Grutas de Juxtlahuaca, Guerrero, and S6tano del Rancho de la Barranca, San Luis Potosi,
have received very severe stings from large species of wasps whose nests were situated below
caves of Yucatan are inhabited by several
the lip of the overhang at the top of the pits. The caves
species of bee and wasp and during a recent trip to Yucatan at least four separate species on
many occasions inflicted painful stings on myself and other cavers with me. Some caves
caves were
unenterable because of nests immediately inside small vertical entrances. Since nests tend to
be built immediately beneath overhangs where they cannot be seen but can be easily kicked
as one rappels it is possible to stir up the entire nest with the result that a caver could be
stung so many times as to be incapacitated. Anyone highly allergic to the sting of bees and
wasps should take great care in entering caves
caves in southern Mexico and particularly in Yucatan. A caver can count on being stung if he enters many caves
caves there.
Ants

Although ants present no actual physical danger to cave exploration they may be quite
annoying. An exploration of S6tano de Guadalupe in San Luis Potosf was made almost
impossible by the presence of a huge nest of army ants at the entrance. The entire cave
cave was
filled with thousands of individuals. These readily attack and, although their bite is only
annoying, the presence of hundreds crawling on and biting you at the same time is rather
disconcerting. In Yucatan several species inhabit the entrance areas of caves
caves and these may
inflict bites ranging from mildly annoying to as painful as the sting of a wasp.
Snakes
caves in Mexico. The large Crotalus te"ificus
terrificus
Rattlesnakes are only rarely encountered in caves
has been seen in a single cave in Yucatan. Extensive exploration of northern Mexico will
certainly result in records of the Western Diamondback (Crotalus atrox) and other species
there. The caves of Texas are frequently utilized by rattlesnakes for shelter.
The fer-de-lance (also called the cuatronarices and the palanka), Bothrops atrox, has
caves in the Sierra de El Abra, San Luis PotosI.
Potosi. Individual snakes,
been found in several caves
up to one or two meters in length, have been found up to one-kilometer from the entrance
of S6tano del Arroyo on more than one occasion. The snakes are usually very sluggish
sluggish
and are likely to be dangerous, unless actually stepped on, only in entrance areas. A huge
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active individual, however, was seen in a crawlway side passage in Cueva de Ungurria,
Veracruz. It struck at a caver but fortunately missed. This species is also reported by local
inhabitants to frequent caves in Yucatan, but a recent visit to about 70 caves there failed
to find this species.
A species of copperhead of the genus Agkistrodon, called Huolpoch in Mayan, is reYucatc1n but none have been seen. Mayan children who guided
ported to inhabit caves in Yucatan
us to the caves assured us that the Huolpoch "ate Christians like us."

Bats
Bats
As a result of vast publicity about rabies bats have become the most feared animal inhabiting
caves. Bats are generally beneficial to man through the destruction of insects. They are the
greatest source of energy input into caves and the presence or absence of bats will largely dictate the type and variety of animals present in the cave.
The Mexican freetail bat, Tadarida
Tadarida brasiliensis
brasiliensis mexicana, is known to harbor rabies. Denny
G. Constantine conducted experiments in Frio Bat Cave, Texas, which demonstrated that the
rabies virus may be present in the air of large bat caves when the freetail colony is present.
He placed several species of animal in the caves and they contracted rabies through the air.
This discovery led to near-panic among many cavers and many have now taken the series of
vaccinations as a preventive measure against rabies. Unfortunately much nonsense has been
written in caving publications about the danger and it is greatly over-emphasized. It is perhaps wise here to say a few words about the actual danger from rabies. Two human deaths
not definitely attributable to bites from bats have occurred following visits to Frio Bat Cave,
Texas. One was a public health worker engaged in capturing and banding bats, the other a
mining engineer interested in guano deposits. Neither was aware of bites from bats during their
caves.
work. Both, however, either handled or were hit by flying bats during their visits to bat caves.
It is not impossible that a bat could have bitten them. It is also possible that the virus could
have entered an open sore following bites by the bats on gloves or clothing.
Animals left in Frio Bat Cave were caged in the cave for long periods of time. Long exposure to the ammonia-laden atmosphere of the cave may have made the mucous membranes
more susceptible to invasion by the rabies virus. I personally find it significant that thousands
of man-hours of cave exploration have not resulted in a single instance of rabies among cavers.
Furthermore many bat researchers have spent long hours in bat caves without infection.
The greatest danger to cavers lies in the possible bite by a bat, possibly without being
aware of it. The danger from airborne viruses is apparently present only under conditions
such as occur in Frio Bat Cave. That is saturated atmosphere, enormous bat population,
lack of circulation, and high temperature. These conditions are seldom duplicated and when
they are thoroughly discourage long periods of exploration.
The principal species of bat implicated in the transmission of rabies is the vampire bat,
Desmodus rotundus murinus. It is believed that the Mexican freetail bat becomes infected
as a result of contact with the vampire bat during the period when the migratory freetail
lives in Mexican caves with the vampire. At the present time there is an intensive campaign
in Mexico to eradicate vampires. This has not resulted in any appreciable reduction of the
species to date and they are encountered in caves throughout central and southern Mexico.
Anyone exploring caves in Mexico should be particularly careful to avoid handling bats,
especially vampire bats. When possible avoid direct contact with them. Never pick up a bat
which is lying on the floor, since it may be ill. It is unavoidable that cavers can fail to be
struck by flying bats in crawlways but it is wise to avoid this as much as possible. When
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bitten by a bat, regardless of the species, one should if possible capture the animal to determine
if it is rabid. Any large Mexican city will have a public health service
service large enough to test the
animal for rabies. If it is not possible to capture the bat the series of preventive shots is
necessary.
caves in Mexico should probably obtain the series
Cavers doing extensive exploration in caves
of duck embryo vaccinations. They are safe and comparatively painless. Furthermore they
give
caves.
give an added feeling of security in visiting bat caves.
Conclusion
I have attempted to list the more important groups of animals which may be dangerous to
cavers.
cavers. None of these dangers can compare to the actual physical dangers of cave exploration
and yet most cavers worry more about the animal and plant life than they do about their
equipment or their physical ability to explore the cave.
cave. This is unfortunate, since the greatest
biological hazard to cave
cave exploration anywhere is the caver himself. One should always be on
the guard against his carelessness in tying ropes, in his care for his equipment, in knocking
off rocks over his companions, and in being too tired or too inexperienced to swim through
a siphon or make a rock climb. All of the dangers from other species combined cannot compare
with that presented by Homo sapiens himself.

THE ILLUSIVE PIT
by Craig Bittinger
Ed. note: The map accompanying this article was originally published in the December 1973
Texas Caver. The cave was originally discovered by the Laredo Grotto in 1972, but we do not yet
have details on who first explored it.
The Illusive
Illusive Pit is located due west of the town of Candela, Coahuila, Mexico. To reach the pit
one must drive across the desert, through spots containing up to 15
15 em
cm of powdered dust. Following roads that progressively get worse until suddenly it is difficult to determine what is cowpath
and what is road, one gradually approaches the mountain. From the base of the mountain one
continues without the benefit of a road, crashing through yucca, bushes, arroyos, and rocks until
the slope becomes impossible to negotiate by vehicle. A forty-five minute walk up an arroyo
brings the pit into view.
view. The two entrances are only 5 m apart. One is I m in diameter and the
other is 25m. At one time the pit was mined for guano, so the tie-off is an old metal spike imis
bedded in the limestone. Over the lip and 133 m above the floor one realizes that the rappel is
off one side of a natural bridge. The shaft of light pierces the darkness and the rope follows a
wall to the floor below. The drop is free and finally the pit bells out and one lands in a huge
chamber. Following the breakdown into the depths, surrounded by huge formations, the
chamber's size gradually impresses the mind. The entrance is only a tiny dot far above. Resting
during the climb out, one sees outlined a strange figure of a man with his arms crossed on his
chest and eyes closed, bearing mute testimony to a miner's long fall.
fall. The Illusive
Illusive Pit is aptly
named, a guide is the only way. (See map, page 135.)
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CUEVA DE JUAN AMARO

by Fred Paschal and Tom Wright
Cave is located approximately 5 km NW of the western mouth of Bustamante
Juan Amaro Cave
Canyon, or on the range north of Bustamante Canyon. The cave entrance is located approximately
13 m from the top of a ridge and about two-thirds of the way to the crest.
13
The entrance is a pit about 3 m wide and 7 m deep. At the bottom of this entrance drop a
room extends to the north for a short distance to a short dead-end dome pit. To the south the
entrance room runs into a semi-chimneyable drop (drop A) for about 4 m.
At the bottom of drop A is a north-south trending room that runs down to drop B at an
angle of about 25 degrees. This room has a few small dry formations at the north end and two
large dry stalagmites at the southern end overlooking drop B.
B.
Drop B is over a narrow flowstone wall for about 4 m. From the bottom of drop B the
Discussion Room runs toward the northwest to a dead-end. The Discussion Room is probably
the most completely decorated room in the entire cave.
cave. A large portion of the walls of this room
resemble cauliflower. Where
Where these walls lean to form the ceiling there are phallic-looking stalactites about I m long and shorter. The majority of these formations appear at or below 2 m above
the floor. Directly below drop B at the entrance to this room there are helictites and bacon-rind
formations on a multicolored wall.
wall. All of the formations observed in this room, as well as in the
rest of the cave, were dry. (See photographs, page 137.)
From drop B the cave trends toward the southeast to drop C, a drop of approximately 19 m
which is against a dry, crystallized flowstone wall. At the bottom of drop C going to the northwest there is a room with some old formations and a pool of still water. Toward the southeast
the cave continues on to drop D (4-5 m) which is really just a short climb down to a level that
is fairly well decorated and just below the previously described level
level in which the water is
present.
Drop E is located within sight of drop D and is a small hole in the floor, at the level in the
cave at which drop D ends. This chimneyable drop of about 9 m bottoms out in the lowest
known room of the cave, the floor of which slants at about 30 degrees and is covered with
loose breakdown. At the bottom of this room are two small leads that were not pushed because the mapping teams' bodies wouldn't fit.
To say it briefly, Juan Amaro Cave
Cave is a fine example of a small to moderately sized cave
that is dead and aging;
aging; still retaining much natural beauty; located in or on the border of the
Municfpio de Bustamante, Nuevo Le6n, Mexico. (See map, page 138.)

Photographs of Cueva de Juan Amaro on following page:
Top. At entrance to Discussion Room.
Lower Left. Inside Discussion Room.
Lower Right. Phallic Formations in Discussion Room.
Photos by Fred Paschal.
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CUEVA DE LOS SECUNDARIOS
by Craig Bittinger
Cueva de los Secundarios is located a few miles outside of Ocampo, Tamaulipas. It's entrance
is near the edge of a lava flow approximately 7 km from the old volcanic cone of La Sierra Partida.
lava flow is approximately 3 m thick at the cave's mouth and is underlain by a limestone hill.
The lava
According to Russell Harter, California lava tube expert, the cave was formed when the outside
portion of the lava solidified leaving the cave walls and the inside portion flowed on leaving a
void behind it. The major entrance was caused by the collapse of the ceiling of a large room and
the minor entrance, by the cave intersecting the side of the hill. Russell suggests that exploration
passage,
should be done uphill from the major entrance, along the projected direction of the cave passage,
in order to find more cave.
cave.
was first entered by Amador Cantu and his friends on a reconnaissance trip in the
The cave was
cave
area. The cave was filled with grade-school children at the time of their arrival and thus the cave
was named. Amador explored the cave until he encountered a large concentration of vampire
bats which forced him to abandon the effort until a later day. During the Christmas of 1972
Amador once again returned with the hopes of mapping the cave. The team proceeded to make
origia map of the cave in spite of the vampires and to their surprise discovered a river of guano originating under a small dome and continuing until it sumped into a small hole in the wall.
wall.
To our knowledge Cueva de los Secundarios is the first lava tube mapped in Mexico but
shouldn't be the last as several huge, nearby, tubes have been partially explored and await our
return. (Ed. note: Since the above was written Cueva de la Sierra Partida was mapped and the
map printed in AMCS Newsletter, IV, 3, p. 103.)

CUEVA DE LOS SECUNDARIOS
Supplementary Description
by Amador Cantu
CantU
Since Craig Bittinger has adequately described the geographic location of Cueva de los
Secundarios, this article will serve to describe the physical characteristics of the cave itself.
The cave is entered through a lava sink approximately 1 m in depth and 5 m in diameter. The sink has large lava
lava breakdown in it, covered with vegetation. From the sink two
entrances lead to passages
passages trending eastward.
passages is about 1-2
1-2 m wide and 1.5 m high,
The northern of these two almost parallel passages
with small lava breakdown and fairly smooth walls.
walls. This continues until the passage
passage splits
into two smaller passages.
passages. These two passages
passages later connect about 30 m to the east. The
em at its
southern of these varies in height from about 1 m at its western end, to about 30 cm
eastern end, where the two passages
passages reconnect. The smaller passage
passage has a small lava ridge
that runs its entire length approximately in the center of the floor. In the larger passage
the unmistakable odor of bat guano can be detected. There is lava breakdown for about
6 m. The height slowly decreases from 1.5 m to approximately 1 m. At the point where
the breakdown ends the passage
passage curves noticeably, leading to a fetid pool of vampire bat
guano about 0.5 m in diameter. Directly over the guano pool there is a dome about 2 m
cave is almost covered by the bat excrement.
high where the bats roost. This section of the cave
From the pool a small trickle of fluid runs eastward. At this point the walls and
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floor become more jagged and irregular. This trend continues until the junction of the
two passages,
passages, 10m east of the guano pool.
At this point the features of the two passages
passages combine with the walls and floor,
continuing to be irregular and rough and the lava ridge from the smaller passage continuing
for about 8 m. The passage widens to about 3 m and then narrows to about 1 m. The ceiling at this point rises to approximately 2 m. Directly past this point to the right is a small
passage, about 40 cm in height, which quickly pinches off. This entire passage is made up
passage,
of black lava with the exception of the last 10m, where there is a distinct red color.
The southern passage
passage leading from the entrance pit is about 1.5 m high rising to 2.5 m.
It widens from 3 m to 5 m and there is some breakdown at the entrance, but very little
further on. The floor has a slight but noticeable ridge down the middle which becomes
more distinct toward the end. The walls and floor are grayish in color. At the eastern end of
this southern passage
passage there is a small entrance about 30 ern
cm in diameter. About 7 m from
this eastern entrance, going back west toward the main entrance pit, there is a small lead
on the northern side of the passage.
passage. The lead pinches off after about 1 m. (See map, below.)
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ANOTHER HISTOPLASMOSIS
HISTOPLASMOSIS CAVE
by Mike McEachern

Cueva de Juan Flores, Department of the Peten, Guatemala, is located about 300 m
downstream and on the opposite bank of the river from Yachilan, Chiapas, Mexico. The
cave is 60 m inland and 20 m above the Usumacinta River.
The 10 by 2.5 m entrance leads to an 840 m long stream cave which goes through
a small mountain or ridge. The predominately dry cave has a short wet section near the
east entrance. There is a 3 m long pool which must be waded and may siphon during the
wet season. The cave contains both phreatic and vadose features and both phreatic and
vadose solution is presently going on.
About 300 m into the cave is the roost of a moderate sized bat colony. The floor in
this area is covered with a thin layer of guano about 2 to 5 cm thick.
The cave is known and visited by Mexicans living
living in Yachilan. The cave was visited
and mapped by Mark Debois, Ron Ralph, and Mike
Mike McEachern during March 1972. The
cave was revisited about a year later by Mark Debois and about a half a dozen other
people. Three of the members of the second party later came down with histoplasmosis.
All of the victims were non-cavers. There is little in the cave to attract cavers and it should
wisely be left to the bats. (See map, page 142.)

MOLLUSKS
MOLLUSKS FOUND IN CAVES NEAR TLAMAYA, SAN LUIS POTOSI
by Ron Bridgemon
The mollusks found by Ron Bridgemon while exploring S6tano de la Porra, Municfpio de
Xilitla, San Luis Potosf,
Potos{, (see map, page 143.) in December 1966 are terrestrial gastropods of species
still living
living in the open in the vicinity. The specimens became fossilized after crawling in or being
washed into the cave. They are not true cave snails and do not live normally in caves.
caves. They are
strictly Mexican snails and none of the species occurs north of the Mexican border. Not enough
is known at present about the mollusks of Mexico to state how extended their distribution might
be there.
The mollusks belong to the following families, genera, and species. Identifications were made
by Dr. Joseph C. Bequaert (University of Arizona).
Ceres nelsoni Fischer and Crosse.
Family Helicinidae: Helicina turbinata Pfeiffer; and Ceres
Family Cyclophoridae: Cyrtotoma mexicanum (Menke).
Family Spiraxidae (or 01eacinidae): One species of Euglandina; and 2 species of Streptostyla.
Specific names of these 3 kinds cannot be provided at present by the University of
Arizona.
Family Urocoptidae: Eucalodium speciosum (Dunker).
Similar specimens were found in Cueva del Arco by Ron Bridgemon in December 1968.
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MEXICO, AND GUATEMALA
NOTES ON CAVES IN CHIAPAS, MEXICO,
GUATEMALA
by Rod Syme, with notes by Stewart B. Peck
Mr.
Syrne was one of several
several Canadian cavers that investigated several caves in Chiapas
Mr. Rod Syme
and Guatemala December 1973-January 1974. Since Rod had done some cave biology field work
for me in the Canadian Northwest Territories, I asked him if he would keep his eyes open for
fauna, make collections, and make notes on what he found. The full report of the explorations
will
will probably appear in The Canadian Caver. Rod's notes are given
given here, and I have given
given a list
of tentative and general identifications of the fauna collected in each cave,
cave, following its disdiscussion.
Stewart B.
B. Peck
Rancho Nuevo, 6-7 mi E of San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico
This is a cave well known to locals as well as some tourists (Canadian cavers mapped it before
this trip)-it is pretty well completely a walk-in cave-very wide and high. There are a very few
points where one must use one's hands-mostly for tiny climbs (5-8 ft). Because this cave is well
known, easy to explore and full of the most beautiful formations I've ever seen, it has been
overrun by "flashlight cavers" who've left their garbage a remarkably long way into the cave.
cave.
The cave has a mud (solid) floor alternating with solid rock, broken chunks of rock and a
few small pools of static water in which nothing could be found except footprints and garbage.
The walls
walls of the main passage are solid, clean rock-unbelievable formations just crowd the
passage, the cave is not very humid and my impression
walls and floor. Because of the size of the passage,
walls
of it, biologically speaking, can be perhaps summed up in the word "barren."
five of us who did the cave, combined, saw only four
More specifically (biologically) the five
spiders, only one of which I was able to collect. There was nothing to be found in the few pools
of water nor in or around organic garbage. The spider I collected was found about 20 ft above
the average
average floor height on the wall beside a small climb. No sign of vertebrate life (or evidence
thereof) was noted anywhere. Though I was somewhat dazzled by the stupendous formations
and our trip was a quick one (no surveying) I feel there wasn't too much that I missed and that
generally the cave offers little of biological interest. Because of the formations, however, this
is one cave that shouldn't be missed.
Fauna collected: The one "spider" is the largest depigmented and eyeless cave harvestman
that I know of. And it may well represent the highest known elevation for such beasts in Chiapas.

EI Choreadero, Chiapas, Mexico
Rod misplaced his notes on this cave, but he made good collections. Fauna collected included
10 "Platynus" carabids, 2 Tachys carabids, I staphylinid beetle, 2 white spiders, 1 eyeless and depigmented harvestman, 1 earwig, 1 phorid fly, 1 trombiculid mite, 1 Subulina snail, 3 small millimillipeds of 2 species, 3 large snails, 1 eyed crab, and 4 crickets.
Cueva Cerro Hueco, Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, Mexico
We were forewarned by locals that we would not survive
survive if we entered this cave
cave due to lack of
O2 . Apparently if this didn't kill us, the vampire bats would! We
We went as far as we could (to a
sump) in this unexplored cave (3000-3500 ft) and all of our party survived. The cave is a resurgence,
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the first three or four hundred feet of which is wide, dry and about 4 feet high. Beyond that is
water-neck deep and swimming all the way up a single passage
passage with no side passages
passages above water
five to 10 feet wide, the ceiling disappears like a rift-thinning out to
level. The passage is from five
the water level.
level. The walls are covered with 1/8-1/2 inches
solid rock at about 15-30 feet above th,
of solid mud with a slimey surface. Generally speaking, there is little variation in the passage for
the entire wet part. Of biological interest were the bats, especially near the entrance, almost as
thick as Nahanni mosquitos, zooming all around us. There were many different types. I suppose
they were more or less responsible for much of the "scum" on the water surface throughout most
of the cave.
cave. "Invertebrately" speaking, the small area of the walls which could be seen and
reached (small since we were neck deep in water) had nothing living
living on them and the only collection made was of four small white crayfish which we found in a shallow pool above a small waterfall (3 ft). There were 8 to 10 such waterfalls we found. The water is very warm and pleasant to
swim through. Perhaps a visit in a drier year would reveal more of biological interest.
Fauna collected: 4 eyed crayfish (3 males, 1 female).
Plateau north of Huehuetenango, Guatemala
This area (around km. stone 130, elevation 10,800 ft) was a new one to all-exploration of
this impressive yet rather young karst area was the purpose of the visit here-Gurney (? ), an
American, has published a little about this area. In our three days of walking in this area we
found many pits-all going 10 to 30 feet then squeezing out, silt choking or otherwise stopping.
caves (300-500 feet surveyed, 12,000 ft) sumped (all were quite wet).
All the longer caves
One cave which became known as "125 ft pit" was explored and surveyed by four of us.
Briefly it entailed a drop of about 70 feet in the first 90 feet of passage.
passage. The entrance is perhaps
5 feet square and is at the end of a dried-up stream bed. After the first 90 feet is a 103 foot pit
in somewhat of a rift. The walls of this are jagged and irregular which made "ladder-descending"
awkward. Beyond this is a small crawl to a narrow walkable passage which is still dropping
rapidly. In the section above the pit were many large flies of which a vial was collected. In the
section beyond the bottom of the pit there were a few areas of trickling water with a few small
pools (6 inches to 2 feet across). In these I collected a "water-walker" of sorts (I believe) and
a few other things. The end of the passage was a narrow squeeze blocked by flowstone. There
was little mud in this cave. The passage was reasonably humid and wet only where mentioned
above.
We did two more caves,
caves, both of which Gurney had noted and named with one Spanish
We
name (which I've forgotten) followed by 1 and 2. I did No.1 (a wet cold cave) with the two
other Quebeckers and did the wet section of No.2 with the two Quebecoise plus John Mort.
Another party did the dry section of No.2 which went further than the wet sections of both
1 and 2 which sumped after 300-500 feet. No.1 was very wet and we were climbing down
ladders in cold waterfalls. After the first three waterfalls (25 ft, 10ft, and 8 ft) was a squeeze
(for me, anyhow! ) and a 30 foot pit in a waterfall which we laddered. At the base of this was
passages closed except for one which sumped).
quite a bit of passage on the one level (all passages
In this area was a sandy wet floor with many pools of water in which I found some beetles,
a spider or three and many black planaria-like worms in the water; also amphipods. The worms
disintegrated in the vials within a short time, perhaps due to agitation climbing out of the
cave. The worms seemed to cling to surfaces like leeches and curled up completely when
being collected. They moved with a stretching, contracting action. In No.2 were green frogs
with black spots clinging to vertical walls with the pads on their toes-they were about 3
inches long and resembled common Canadian frogs except for the toe pads. No.2 sumped
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very quickly after a 30 foot pitch and again, a vial of the numerous black worms "went to
pieces" on me.
We drove 10 miles back along the road to where two more prospects had been found.
We
I went to a double-entranced one which turned out to be a 10 foot through trip. Another
group explored another which went 2000 feet to a sump. Mike Shawcross was quite excited
about getting a quick glimpse of what he thought was a white, eyeless frog. He says he can't
be sure. It was unfortunate that I chose the wrong prospect.
Fauna collected in 125 ft pit and caves 1 and 2: 1 gerrid water strider, 7 calliphorid
harvestman,"! carabid beetle larva, 5 corixid bugs, 6 dytiscid beetles,
carrion flies, 1 Leiobunum harvestman,}
17 eyed amphipods. This is generally an uninteristing assemblage of aquatic or streamside
creatures which were most likely washed into the caves.
caves.
Cueva Seamay, Senahau, Alta Verapaz, Guatemala
This cave is the type locality of a remarkable eyeless carabid beetle. The cave was visited
by about half of our party-I stayed in the non-historic passage from which the other beetle
had come by myself while the others did the other passage. The passage is for the most part
high and wide with a few squeezes and climbs connecting large long rooms. The cave is basically
horizontal with walls of clean rock and a floor of broken rock and hard mud. I collected quite
a few jumping spiders and a tailless pseudoscorpion (? ) near the entrance plus assorted spiders
and, alas, one beetle. In some of the pools, which varied from 2 to 10 feet across, were crabs
and snails. I collected some snails and caught one crab, about} inch wide. I only had one jar
big enough for the crab and in it was something fragile. I thought it best to kill the crab first and
put him briefly in a carbide flame-my "briefly" was not the same as his for he fell to pieces
almost immediately! The cave is mapped so there is no need to describe it further-it did have
quite a bit of 'life' in it and it and other caves in the area merit further exploration.
Fauna collected: }l "Colpodes" carabid, 7 crickets, }l eyed harvestman. Unfortunately no
more of the eyeless carabids were found. The claw of a large crab was found, and it may be of
the same large species I found there, for which the crab specialist Dr. Al Smalley, says that no
crab he knew of had such a claw. The conclusion is that there is a big and unknown crab yet to
be found in the cave.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS ON MEXICAN SPELEOLOGY
Abstracts
Bittinger, c., J. Graves, and R. Hemperly.
Hernperly. 1973. Illusive Pit Map. Texas Caver, 18(12):358, insert.
The map of Illusive Pit, Municfpio de Candela, Coahuila, is printed with a covering note but
no story. This 192 m deep pit is one of the more significant recent discoveries in northern
Mexico. (JRR)

Fennah, R.G. 1973. Three new cavernico10us
cavernicolous species of Fulgoroidea (Homoptera) from Mexico
and Western Australia. Proc. BioI. Soc. Washington, 86:439-446.
This paper includes the description of two troglobitic fulgoroid homopterans (planthoppers)
from caves in Mexico. Cixius orcus n.sp., a member of the family Cixiidae, is described from
Cueva de Emilia, Queretaro. Oeclidius hades n.sp., a member of the family Kinnariidae, is
described from Cueva de Valdosa, San Luis Potosf.
Potosf, This represents one of the more exciting
finds in Mexican cave biology since previously the only troglobites in this order were known
from Hawaiian lava tubes and from caves in Madagascar. (JRR)
Hendrichs, Jorge, and C. Bolfvar y Pieltain. 1973. Un nuevo esfodrino ciego del S6tano de San
Agustin, Oaxaca, Mexico (Co1ept., Carab.). Ciencia, Mexico, 28(1 ):37-41.
Mexisphodrus urquijoi n.sp., a troglobitic beetle of the family Carabidae, is described from
S6tano de San Agustin, near Huautla, Oaxaca. The cavernicolous species of Mexisphodrus
and Mexican Rhadine are reviewed. A list of other fauna collected in S6tano de San Agustin
is also included. (JRR)
Massoud, Z., and Magdalena Gruia. 1973. Collemboles Arthropleones de Cuba recoltes en 1969
1a mission cubano-roumaine, pp. 327-343. In: Resultats des expeditions biospeologiques
par 1a
cubano-roumaines Cuba, 1.
This paper includes records and descriptions of the new species of collembolans collected
in Cuba, some of which had previously been reported from caves in Yucatan. Xenylla
yucatana Mills and Proisotoma centralis Denis, both previously identified from Yucatan
caves, are reported from Cuban caves. The troglobitic species, Sulcuncus falciferus Mills,
known only from Actun
ActCm Sazich, Yucatan, is removed to the genus Metasinella, and is
compared to the Cuban species of this genus. Another Yucatan troglobite, Troglopedetes
maya (Mills), is compared with the other two species of the genus. (JRR)

a

Mitchell, R.W., and Masaharu Kawakatsu. 1973. Freshwater cavernicole planarians from Mexico:
New troglobitic and troglophilic Dugesia from caves of the Sierra de Guatemala. Annal.
Spe1eol.,27(4):639-681.
The first troglobitic planarians from Mexico and from the genus Dugesia
Dugesia are described. The
trog1obites, Dugesia typhlomexicana and D.
D. barbarae,
barbarae, are described from La Cueva de la
Mina and La Cueva de 1aCapilla
1a Capilla respectively, while the troglophile, D. guatemalensis, is
described from La Cueva de las Perlas. Also described are non-sexual specimens of an additional troglophile population inhabiting La Cueva de 1aCapilla
1a Capilla and of an epigean populaFarias, Tamaulipas. Maps and descriptions
tion inhabiting a lowland stream near G6mez Fadas,
of La Cueva de la Mina, La Cueva de 1a
1a CapiIIa, and La Cueva de las Perlas are included.
The affinities of these p1anarians are discussed, and several suggestions are made regarding
their cave colonization and evolutionary history. (JRR)
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Russell, Wayne. 1973. On the Precipice. Texas Caver,
Caver, 18(12):363-366.
The discovery and early exploration of La Gruta del Precipfcio, is outlined. Brief descriptions are given
given of La Gruta del Precipfcio, Ojo del Gato, and Cueva del Vientos. The latter
caves
caves are accessible only by rope from the entrance of La Gruta del Precipfcio. The recent
cave by trash left by CAVERS is noted and lamented. (JRR)
pollution of the cave
Editor's Note: The following abstracts are all of articles published in the newly-founded publication, Spelaion. This is the publication of La Comisi6n Nacional de Espeleologfa, Grupo de Investigaci6n Espeleol6gica, Mexico. Two issues have been published to date and are very well-printed,
quite attractive, and contain a great deal of information for the beginning caver and on the acticaves. The president of the organization is Alejandrina Perez
vities of La Comisi6n in Mexican caves.
Casar. The address is: La Comisi6n Nacional de Espeleologfa, Texcoco 237-7, Col. Claveria,
Mexico 16, D. F., Mexico.
Spelaion, 1(1). May 1973.

"Actividades: De Campo," no author, pp. 18-19.
1. Reconnaissance between Madrofto
Madrono de Amoles and Jalpan, Queretaro, with exploration of
caves
three small caves in the mountains crossed by the Los Velazquez road, and location of other caves
to be reported in future articles. 2. Reconnaissance between Xilitla and the junction with the
Valles-Tamazunchale road, S.L.P. Continued reconnaissance in the Huichihuayan area where
caves have been found and partially explored. 3. Completion of a surveying course in Gruta
eight caves
de Pedro El Negro, D.F., with a total of 400 m mapped. 4. Photography in Cueva del Diablo,
Gro. 5. Ladder and boat practice. 6. Visit to Gruta del Suanche, near Piedras Negras,
Negras, Gro.
7. Visits to Gruta de Juxtlahuaca, Gro., with equipped cave-diving
cave-diving by Eduardo Castro. 8. Visit
to Gruta de Pacheco and Gruta de Cacahuamilpa, Gro. 9. Reconnaissance between Tzin-zun-zan
and Uruapan, Michoacan. Caves
Caves are believed to exist in the Sierra de Uruapan. 10. Reconnaissance
of the Zitacuaro area with exploration of Gruta de la Calera, a histoplasmosis cave. 11. Reconnaissance of the Los Azufres, Mich., area. 12. Visit to a cave in the Cation
Cafton del Zopilote. 13. Visit
to Gruta del Mogote, Gro., as a training trip. (WRE)
Spelaion, 1(2). July 1973.

"Una excursi6n a Cacahuamilpa (1874)," by Antonio Garda Cubas, pp. 6-17.
This is an extract from the author's book, Ellibro de mis recuerdos (1904). It is a rambling,
flowery account of his visit to Cacahuamilpa, with many geological comments. He relates his
visit to the Dos Bocas, and there are endless descriptions of the formations in Cacahuamilpa
which are charmingly far-fetched. The author says that the cave
cave was ignored until 1833 because
evil goat
the local Indians were frightened of the first stalagmite, which took the shape of an evil
guarding the entrance. The first expedition by the townspeople of Tetecala was prompted by
the wild stories of a criminal neighbor of theirs who took refuge in the cave from the law. (WRE)
"La Espeleologfa esa desconocida...
desconocida..."" by Alejandrina Perez Casar, pp. 18-22.
XIII Seminario de Excursionismo del
This article is taken from a talk given before the XIII
I.P.N. The author discusses some of the factors which have held back organized speleology in
caves, ignorance of speleology, cave-related diseases, lack of
Mexico: ignorance and fear of caves,
money, and the sport-caver syndrome. She criticizes the repeated trips some "excursionistas"
take through the Chontacoatlan and the San Jer6nimo (the Dos Bocas). Some people have
caves. (WRE)
visited them 200 or 300 times and seem to have little desire to visit other caves.
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"Importancia y significado del trabajo geol6gico de las aguas freaticas," by Carlos G. Suarez C.,
pp.24-26.
gives the basic chemistry
This is an elementary discussion of speleogenesis. The author gives
involved. Two illustrations show the various phases of the process. A short bibliography is
included. (WRE)
"Histoplasmosis," by Eustebio Enrique Mendoza Carrera (G.E.M.), pp. 27-30.
This is a review of the fungus, Histoplasma capsulatum, the causative agent of the disease
histoplasmosis. The author discusses,the classification, etiology, epidemiology, pathology,
clinical characteristics, diagnosis, and treatment of the disease. It is thought that the American
strains (usually associated with bird guano) are less virulent than the Mexican ones (associated
with bat guano). It is suggested that a mask with a liquid filter could be useful in preventing
inhalation of spores (gauze masks would probably be ineffective). Such a mask was described
and figured inSpelaion, 1(1). A bibliography is included. (WRE)
"Nociones de Topograffa Subterranea," by Ruben Rocha, pp. 32-41.
Surveying techniques and equipment are discussed. The Brunton compass is recommended
as the best instrument for cave surveying. Various techniques are described and illustrated,
such as: surveying the center of the passage,
passage, surveying from wall to wall into the cave, surveying
from wall to wall into the cave and out again, "spraying" a room, and various triangulation
methods. Trigonometric formulae are given and survey book examples illustrated. A method
for measuring heights with balloons is presented: hydrogen is evolved from hydrochloric acid,
water, and zinc in a plastic bottle capped with a balloon. The potential dangers of hydrogen
balloons and carbide lamps are not mentioned.·A
mentioned.A page of map symbols is shown, several of
which are very different from standard American symbols. (WRE)
"Vocabulario EspeleoI6gico,"
Espeleologico," by Alejandrina Perez Casar, pp. 43-53.
The author lists 87 Spanish speleological terms, most of them geological, hydrological,
and mineralogical. Many of the terms are quite technical and would be of use mainly to karst
hydrologists. (WRE)
"Catalogo de Grutas," no author, pp. 54-58.
This is a list of 106 caves
caves and their localities extracted from Los Murcielagos de Mexico,
by Bernardo Villa R. (1966). Many of these have not yet been investigated by speleologists.
Twenty-four states are included. (WRE)
"Actividades: De Campo," no author, p. 60.
1. There were two visits to Gruta de Juxtlahuaca, Gro., with exploration of the non-tourist
section. 2. Rock-climbing practice at Los Perros and El Cerro del Chiquihuite. 3. Reconnaissance
of the area between Teloloapan and Cuetzala del Progreso, Gro., with exploration of Gruta de
Cuetzala. 4. Ladder climbing practice at "Tres Penas." 5. Reconnaissance of the Teloloapan,
Gro., area, with the descent of Sumidero de Teloloapan and exploration of Cueva del Tecolote.
Mh., 7. Trip to Gruta de la Estrella, Mex,
Mex.
6. Trip to Gruta de Pena Blanca, Mex.,
"Espeleonoticias," by Max B. Rios, pp. 61-63.
1. The Escuela Nacional de Montana, Secci6n I.P.N. completed a technical course in
mountaineering, including a section on speleology, in April 1973. Hugo Zacahula and Enrique
Hernandez A. were instructors. Enrique Hernandez A.
A. was designated as coordinator for a
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future speleology course. 2. Robert Brian and Ellen Erlund of San Marcos, Texas, visited with
Grupo de Investigacion Espeleologica (G.LE.) members in May 1973 and a slide show on Mexican
caves resulted. 3. Dr. Federico Bonet has acted as a consultant on the commercial tourist
development of Grutas de la Estrella, Tonatico, Mex. It will soon be completely developed and
there will be a museum at the entrance. 4. Luis Velazquez Ramirez is writing his professional
thesis at LP.N. on the Resumidero del Rio San Jeronimo, for his degree in geology. 5. Roberto
Curiel, G.E.M. was temporarily blinded by exploding carbide in the Fuente Monumental of
the Resumidero del Rio San Jeronimo. 6. The Grupo Andino de Chile, Seccion Mexico, is
planning a descent of Sotano de las Golondrinas, possibly with G.E.M. 7. The Escuela Nacional
de Montana, Seccion Nuevo Leon, has asked for instructors from the Comision Nacional de
give a course in speleology. They are very interested in caves and report that
Espeleologfa to give
Espeleologia
there are many in Nuevo Leon.

